In this article, we discuss the sufficient conditions for the existence, uniqueness and stability of solutions to a class of nonlinear impulsive boundary value problem of fractional order differential equations. Using classical fixed point theorems, we develop the required conditions. Further, using the techniques of nonlinear functional analysis, we investigate Ulam-Hyers stability results to the proposed problem. For applications of our derived results, we present two numerical examples.
Introduction
The concept of fractional calculus has been introduced in 1695, when in a letter to Leibnitz, L'Hospital asked a question about the derivative of order q = 1/2. This question was proved a base for the generalization of classical calculus to fractional calculus. Later on, for the first time Lacroix [23] introduced the fractional derivative. In 19th and 20th century, Abel, Riemman and Liouvilli formally developed the concepts of fractional derivatives and integrals. Recently the fractional calculus has become an attractive area of research. One can see its enormous number of applications in different fields of science and engineering like physics, chemistry, finance, diffusion processes, modeling of mechanical properties of materials, signal processing, image processing, modeling of the behavior of viscoelastic and visco-plastic materials under external influences, bioengineering, description of mechanical systems, control theory, psychology phenomenons, etc. For more about this area and its applications, we refer to [1-5, 8, 9, 11-14, 21, 22, 25, 26] and the references therein.
The impulsive differential equations constitute an important class of differential equations. These equations arise as a result of modeling the processes subject to abrupt (sudden) changes and discontinuous jumps occur in their states with respect to different intervals of time. Such a phenomenon is naturally seen in various subjects of science like physics, dynamics, geology, geography, biology, engineering and management sciences, etc. Due to the significant applications of impulsive differential equations, this area has got much importance and attention. For its general study and applications, we refer to [10, 27, 30-32, 35, 39, 41] and the references therein.
On the research side of both classical and fractional calculus, fixed point theory and mathematical inequalities play an important role. Researchers use different techniques to investigate the existence and uniqueness of solutions to various systems of differential equations, we refer to [6, 7, 29] .
On other hand, stability analysis has got too much importance on research side. It is very important from numerical and optimization point of view in investigating various problems of physics, mathematical biology, biophysics, economics, where the actual solution is almost difficult. In literature, we come across different approaches towards stability analysis. However, in this paper we discuss the Ulam-Hyers (UH) stability approach which is comparatively the most simple and easy way of investigation the stability of systems. Its history goes back to the middle of the 19th century. In 1940 Ulam posed the question in a seminar held at Wisconsin University "Under what conditions does there exist an additive mapping near an approximately additive mapping?" (see [33, 34] ). In 1941, Hyers [18] found the solution to Ulam's question in the case of Banach spaces. In the year 1978, Rassias investigated the UH stability for linear and nonlinear mappings. In 1988, Jung (see [19, 20] ) established the UH stability of more general mappings on restricted domains. In 1993, Obloza [24] established the UH stability of linear differential equations. Later on many researchers generalized these results in many directions.
Impulsive boundary value problems (BVPs) corresponding to integer order differential equations with impulsive conditions have been considered extensively in the literature, but in the case of non-integer order differential equations the problems still need further investigation under impulsive conditions. The aforesaid stability has been investigated for a class of linear fractional order differential equations (FDEs) [38] . Also the above results have been recently extended to semilinear differential equations, impulsive differential equations and partial differential equations, for detail see [16, 36] . Wang et al. [37] , studied the above results for a fractional order differential switched systems with coupled nonlocal initial and impulsive conditions. Recently, Benchohra et al. [15] , studied the existence and uniqueness of solution for a class of initial value problems with impulsive conditions given by
The aim of this paper is to study existence, uniqueness of solution and UH stability analysis to the following BVP of implicit impulsive fractional differential equations:
where f : J × R × R → R and I k ,Ī k : R → R, are nonlinear continuous functions for
and θ (t -k ) denote the right and left-hand limit of the function θ (t), respectively, at t = t k . Similarly θ (t + k ) and θ (t -k ) denote the right and left-hand limit of the function θ (t), respectively, at t = t k . Also, 0 = t 0 < t 1 < · · · < t b < t b+1 = 1; b is a positive integer.
For existence of solution, we use Schaefer's fixed point theorem while for investigation of uniqueness result, we use Banach's fixed point theorem. For applications of our obtained results, we give two numerical examples.
Preliminaries and background materials
In this section, we introduce some notations, spaces and definitions and previous results which are used throughout this manuscript. We divide the interval J = 
Obviously (PC(J, R), θ PC(J,R) ) with the norm θ PC = sup t∈J |θ (t)| is a Banach space. 
where Γ is the Euler gamma function defined by Γ (q) = ∞ 0 t q-1 e -t dt, with q > 0. Further the integral on the right side is pointwise defined on (0, ∞).
Definition 2.2 ([21])
The Caputo derivative of fractional order q > 0 of a function h :
Here n = [q] + 1 and [q] represents the integer part of the real number q, and the integral on the right side is pointwise defined on (0, ∞).
Lemma 2.3 ([21])
For q > 0, we have the following result:
has a solution given by
Remark 2.9 A function Θ ∈ PC(J, R) is a solution of the inequality (2), if there exist a function φ ∈ PC(J, R) and a sequence φ k , k = 1, 2 . . . , b (which depend on Θ only) such that
Remark 2.10 A function Θ ∈ PC(J, R) is a solution of the inequality (4), if there exist a function φ ∈ PC(J, R) and a sequence φ k , k = 1, 2, . . . , b (which depend on Θ only) such that
Similarly, one can state the remark for the inequality (3) in the same way. Theorem 2.12 ((Schaefer's fixed point theorem) [17] ) Let E be a Banach space and F : E → E is a completely continuous operator and the set D = {θ ∈ E : θ = μF θ , 0 < μ < 1} is bounded. Then F has a fixed point in E.
Main results
In this section, we study the existence and uniqueness of solution to the proposed class of impulsive BVP of implicit FDEs. 
is given by fractional integral equation as
where
Proof Assume that θ is a solution of problem (5), then, for any t ∈ J 0 , there exist constants
Similarly for t ∈ J 1 , there exist constants
From (7) and (8), we have
In view of
we get
Consequently,
By a similar way repeating the same process, we get
Applying the given boundary conditions θ (0) = 0 and θ (1) = λθ (η), we get c 1 = 0 and
Substituting these values of c 1 and c 2 in (7) and (9), we get (6).
Assume that, for any v,v, x,x ∈ R, t ∈ J, the following hypotheses hold:
Theorem 3.2 Under the hypotheses (H 1 )-(H 4 ), and if the inequality
holds, then problem (1) has a unique solution.
Proof We define an operator F : PC(J, R) → PC(J, R) by
We look for the fixed points. For this purpose we take θ ,θ ∈ PC(J, R) and, for each t ∈ J, we consider
Here σ θ (t) = f t, θ (t), σ θ (t) and σθ (t) = f t,θ(t), σθ (t) .
By (H 2 ), we get
Using (13), k ≤ b, t ≤ 1, and taking the maximum on both sides of (12), we have
We use
Hence, by Banach's fixed point theorem F is a contraction and hence it has a unique fixed point, that is the unique solution of our considered problem (1).
Introduce the following hypotheses:
with α * = sup t∈J α(t), β * = sup t∈J β(t) and γ * = sup t∈J γ (t) < 1;
(H 6 ) the functions I i : R → R are continuous and there exist constants M * , N * > 0, such
(H 7 ) the functionsĪ i : R → R are continuous and there exist constants Proof Consider the operator F defined in theorem 3.2. Via Schaefer's fixed point theorem we prove that F has a fixed point. The proof completes in four steps.
Step 1: F is continuous. Let {θ n } be a sequence such that θ n → θ ∈ PC(J, R). Then, for each t ∈ J, we have
and σ (t) = f t, θ (t), σ θ (t) .
In view of (H 2 ), we have
Applying the Lebesgue dominated convergent theorem, the right hand side of (15) goes to zero as n → ∞. Hence
Hence F is continuous.
Step 2: F maps bounded set into bounded set in PC(J, R). We need to show that, for any μ * > 0, there exists a positive constant ρ such that, for each θ ∈ Ω μ * = {θ ∈ PC(J, R) :
. (16) Using (H 5 ), we have for each t ∈ J
where α * , β * , γ * are defined in (H 5 ).
The last result implies that
Using (17) in (16), we have
Thus, we have
Step 3: F maps bounded set into equi-continuous set. Take t 1 , t 2 ∈ J with t 1 < t 2 and let Ω μ * be a bounded set of PC(J, R) as in the previous Step 2, then, for θ ∈ Ω μ * , we have
Using inequality (17) and hypotheses (H 6 ), (H 7 ), we have
The right hand side of (18) goes to zero as t 1 → t 2 , consequently
As a result of Steps 1 to 3 together with the Arzela-Ascoli theorem, we see that F is completely continuous.
Step 4: A priori bound. Finally, we show that the set Ω μ * = {θ ∈ PC(J, R) : θ = μF (θ ) for some 0 < μ < 1} is bounded. Let θ ∈ Ω μ * , then θ = μF (θ ), for some 0 < μ < 1, we have for each t ∈ J
Using (17) and (H 5 )-(H 7 ), we have
After rearranging the terms, we get
Taking the maximum on both sides and using for simplicity the notion
From this we have
This implies that the set Ω μ * is bounded, hence by Schaefer's fixed point theorem, we can say that F has at least one fixed point which is a solution of our problem (5).
By Remark 2.10 and hypothesis (H 8 ), we get
This implies that
Theorem 4.3 Assume that the hypotheses (H 1 )-(H 4 ) hold and if
then the IBVP (5) is UH stable and consequently GUH stable.
Proof Let θ ∈ PC(J, R) be any solution of inequality (2) andθ be a unique solution of problem (5), then we have
In view of Lemma 4.1, from (21) one has
Using (H 2 ) we have
Using (H 3 ), (H 4 ) and (23), for each t ∈ J, (22) implies that
Simplifying, we have
Therefore, we have
From this we conclude that the problem (5) is UH stable. Further if we set ψ( ) = c f ,b ( ); ψ(0) = 0, then the problem is GUH stable.
Theorem 4.4 Under the hypotheses (H 1 )-(H 4 ), (H 8 ) and if
is satisfied, then the IBVP (5) is UHR stable with respect to (ϑ, ϕ), consequently GUHR stable.
Proof Let θ ∈ PC(J, R) be the solution of inequality (4) and let θ be the unique solution of the IBVP (5), then, for each t ∈ J, we have
By Lemma 4.2, we have
and from the proof of Theorem 4.3, we get
Hence the inequality (24) becomes
From (25), we see that q = 
Here q = 3 2 , λ = 1 3 , η = 1 5 , b = 1. We set f (t, v, x) = 10 + |v(t)| + |x(t)| 130e t+20 (1 + |v(t)| + |x(t)|) .
The continuity of f is obvious. For any v, x ∈ R, we have f (t, v, x) ≤ 1 130e t+20 10 + |v(t) + x(t) . )| , respectively,θ ∈ PC(J, R). (26) is UH stable and consequently GUH stable.
Conclusion
In this paper we have studied a class of three point BVP of nonlinear implicit FDEs with impulsive conditions. Using fixed point theory and nonlinear functional analysis, we have obtained sufficient conditions under which the given problem has at least one solution. Also in Theorem 3.2, we have obtained sufficient conditions which guarantee the uniqueness of solution of the given problem. Similarly in Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 4.4, we have derived some sufficient conditions under which the solutions of the concerned problem is UH stable and UHR stable, respectively. In the last section we have given two numerical examples to verify our results.
